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Abstract

Patients undergoing oral and maxillofacial surgery require recovery from dysfunction related to occlusion, eating/swallowing, speech etc. It is also essential to restore from esthetic disorders by the surgery and esthetics must not be impaired as possible even after surgery. The oral and maxillofacial surgery procedure must consider both aspects of functionality and esthetics, and the surgery must be performed with high precision. Therefore, the trend of using medical imaging technology, which has remarkably progressed in oral and maxillofacial surgery, has accelerated in recent years. Medical imaging technology enables to accurately memorize, measure, and visualize the necessary information for the operator and is indispensable for planning a surgery, assisting surgical techniques, and evaluating after surgery. This study reviews medical imaging technologies that are popular in clinical use for each major surgery in oral and maxillofacial surgery.
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Introduction

Orthognathic Surgery for Jaw Deformities

Surgeries such as Le Fort I maxillary osteotomy, sagittal split ramus osteotomy, and intraoral vertical ramus osteotomy are performed to correct jaw deformities. Occlusal position is a criterion that determines the movement extent of the jaw. Therefore, a CAD/CAM surgical splint is prepared in advance by surgical simulation using computed tomography (CT) [1]. A CAD/CAM surgical splint is a bite plate with indentations to the teeth cusp of the upper and lower jaw. The jaw is set at the ideal occlusal position using the splint after orthognathic surgery. Moreover, previous reports have analyzed changes in facial features [2] and morphological changes in the temporomandibular joint [3] before and after the surgery, and reports on fluid dynamics have analyzes changes in airway morphology [4] after the surgery.

Dental Implant Surgery for Missing Teeth

Dental implant surgery is a procedure in which a titanium artificial tooth root is implanted in the maxilla or mandible. The ideal implant position is simulated on CT images using implant planning software, and a mouthpiece-type surgical stent is used to correspond with it. Based on these data, the surgical stent is manufactured by a milling machine or a 3D printer [5]. The surgical stent defines the position and direction of the drill to accurately reproduce the position and orientation of the simulated hole for implantation; however, this method requires sufficient maximum mouth opening. Often, the drill cannot be inserted into the hole of the surgical stent due to long drills and thick surgical stents. Hence, the overlay system [6], which automatically registers the camera and CT images, is considered a solution because the surgical stent is no longer needed. Recently, intraoral scanners have become widespread [7], and surgical stents can be designed using computer software. That is, quickly transferring the intraoral data to the laboratory has become possible and delivering the molded model has become unnecessary.

Plate Fixation of Maxillofacial Fractures

Plate fixation of maxillofacial fractures is a surgical procedure in which a deviated bone is restored to its original position against a fracture, such as in the maxilla or mandible, and the bone plate is fixed across the fracture line. It is possible to concretely assume the length, position, and direction of the bone plate by creating a real model using a 3D printer based on preoperative CT imaging data [8]. Pre-bending is also effective because it reduces the time to bend the bone plate during surgery [9]. Surgery for mandible fracture involves both intraoral and extraoral approaches. The incision approach in the oral cavity is less of an esthetic obstacle but is difficult to fix the plate and drill the screw in a narrow space. Surgery to fix the bone plate while observing the endoscopic image [10] requires operator skill, especially in cases of mandibular cervical fracture.
Catheterization for Retrograde Superselective Intra-arterial Chemoradiotherapy for Oral Cancer

The standard treatment for oral cancer is surgery. However, patients with advanced oral cancer often refuse surgery due to postoperative cosmetic disorders and dysfunction. Retrograde superselective intra-arterial chemoradiotherapy almost completely preserves the shape of the oral cavity and face and cures the cancer [11-12]. This treatment involves making a small incision to the skin in front of and behind the ear, dissecting the artery, and inserting the catheter. A high concentration of the anticancer agent reaches the cancer site when the catheter tip is directly placed in the feeding artery of the cancer. However, when the catheter tip is not directly placed in the feeding artery, fluid dynamics analysis reveals an unstable flow of the anticancer drug [13]. Future research is needed to reduce intraoperative X-ray exposure using C-arm and contrast medium [14].

Conclusion

In the present review, we focused on orthognathic surgery, dental implantation, plate fixation, and catheterization in oral and maxillofacial surgery. Medical imaging technology not only provides surgical assistance both preoperatively and intraoperatively but also plays a major role in postoperative evaluation. Therefore, we believe that continued use of medical imaging technology will rapidly increase the quality of oral and maxillofacial surgery in the near future.
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